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                                                                                                                              † 
                                                                                                                        Joel Weishaus was born July 11: 1939: At 5  
                                                                                                                        Brooklyn Women’s Hospital: Brooklyn: New York: USA: 
                                                                                                           Joel Weishaus’ favorite activities as a child were sports and drawing: 
                                                                            5                Joel Weishaus’ mother was born in Brooklyn: New York: Joel Weishaus’ father 
                                                                            was born in New York: New York: As a child Joel Weishaus lived in Brooklyn: New York: 
                                                                      As a child Joel Weishaus loved girls with blond hair: Joel Weishaus’ first job was selling hot 
                                                                  dogs at Ebbets Field the legendery home of the Brooklyn Dodgers: At age 19: Joel Weishaus was an 
                            Å                          Executive for a New York advertising agency: A position he left soon after his 21st birthday: In 1964: 
                            Joel Weishaus moved to the San Francisco Bay Area: where he enrolled in the Department of Oriental Languages at The 
                         University of California: Berkeley: For two years he was the Literary Editor of the student newspaper and also 
                      helped build an experimental theater in San Francisco’s Haight Ashbury District: During the late 1960s and early                                     U 
                                1970s Joel Weishaus traveled to Japan to visit Zen Buddhist                             monasteries: He edited: On the Mesa: An Anthology 
                               of Bolinas Writing: City Lights Books: 1971: And translated:                         Oxherding: A Re working of the Zen Text: Cranium 
                            Press: 1971: In 1973: After a one year hermitage in a mountain                             cabin: Joel Weishaus moved to Cambridge: Massachu 
                         setts where he was a resident of the Cambridge Zen Center: He  re                           turned  to San Francisco for two years to study 
                various bodywork therapies and Aikido: in 1977 Joel Weishaus                           W           moved to Taos: New Mexico for a writing residency 
             at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation: In Santa Fe he edited Thomas                           Merton’s: Woods Shore Desert: And began a four year 
           period of sculpting: In 1982 Joel Weishaus lived in Albuquerque:                             New Mexico: Joel Weishaus became an Adjunct Curator 
          of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:   B                   Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography            J 
                   for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
                    ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                               Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
      Û       is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                              of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku: 
         Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                    of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
         trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                   published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
         In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                   poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
         For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
         After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                         realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
                      this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                            biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
                   Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                             his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
                 recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                             Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
               Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                       the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
            Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                       are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
           sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into         W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W          his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
            first Joel Weishaus planned to introduce smaller and                                                              smaller fonts: Each within the other: Until they were 
             undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                        monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
              chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                           hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
              this strategy has established itself in digital writ         i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^              ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
              for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                            animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
             Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                             than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
   ø Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download a        U     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë     viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
    ware  simple the work is more assured of being able                                                                            to be accessed as technology changes: Joel              o 
              Weishaus’ TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES came                                                                                   about as Joel Weishaus read Claude Gandelman's 
             essay: Torn Pages Of Deconstruction: The Palimp  A http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/weishaus/index.html Å         sests Of Mireille W: Descombes: Descombes' tech 
            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                  interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could  T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                        in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                      with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory          Q      

                                                           gave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      ________ 
                b   In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between Dixie Walkerer and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer: 
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                         setts where he was a resident of the Cambridge Zen Center: He  re                           turned  to San Francisco for two years to study 
                various bodywork therapies and Aikido: in 1977 Joel Weishaus                           W           moved to Taos: New Mexico for a writing residency 
             at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation: In Santa Fe he edited Thomas                           Merton’s: Woods Shore Desert: And began a four year 
           period of sculpting: In 1982 Joel Weishaus lived in Albuquerque:                             New Mexico: Joel Weishaus became an Adjunct Curator 
          of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:   B                   Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography            J 
                   for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
                    ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                               Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
      Û       is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                              of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku: 
         Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                    of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
         trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                   published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
         In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                   poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
         For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
         After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                         realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
                      this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                            biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
                   Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                             his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
                 recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                             Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
               Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                       the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
            Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                       are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
           sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into         W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W          his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
            first Joel Weishaus planned to introduce smaller and                                                              smaller fonts: Each within the other: Until they were 
             undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                        monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
              chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                           hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
              this strategy has established itself in digital writ         i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^              ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
              for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                            animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
             Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                             than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
   ø Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download a        U     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë     viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
    ware  simple the work is more assured of being able                                                                          to be accessed as technology changes: Joel              o 
              Weishaus’ TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES came                                                                                   about as Joel Weishaus read Claude Gandelman's 
             essay: Torn Pages Of Deconstruction: The Palimp  A http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/weishaus/index.html Å         sests Of Mireille W: Descombes: Descombes' tech 
            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                  interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could  T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                        in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                       with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory                               Q                                             gave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      ________ 
              b   In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between Dixie Walker and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer: 
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                                                                                                                   † 
                                                                                                                        Joel Weishaus w                as born July 11: 1939: At    5  
                                                                                                                        Brooklyn Women’               s Hospital: Brooklyn: New York: USA: 
                                                                                                           Joel Weishaus’ favorite a               ctivities as a child were sports and drawing: 
                                                                     5                       Joel Weishaus’ mother was                born in Brooklyn: New York: Joel Weishaus’ father 
                                                                                 was born in New York: New York: As a               child Joel Weishaus lived in Brooklyn: New York: 
                                                                             As a child Joel Weishaus loved girls with               blond hair: Joel Weishaus’ first job was selling hot 
                                                                         dogs at Ebbets Field the legendery home of t               he Brooklyn Dodgers: At age 19: Joel Weishaus was an 
                            Å                                 Executive for a New York advertising agency: A               position he left soon after his 21st birthday: In 1964: 
                                            Joel Weishaus moved to the San Francisco Bay Area: where he enrolled in       the Department of Oriental Languages at The 
                                         University of California: Berkeley: For two years he was the Literary       Editor of the student newspaper and also 
                                      helped build an experimental theater in San Francisco’s Haight Ashbury       District: During the late 1960s and early                       U 
                                1970s Joel Weishaus traveled to Japan to visit Zen Buddhist                             monasteries: He edited: On the Mesa: An Anthology 
                               of Bolinas Writing: City Lights Books: 1971: And translated:                         Oxherding: A Re working of the Zen Text: Cranium 
                            Press: 1971: In 1973: After a one year hermitage in a mountain                             cabin: Joel Weishaus moved to Cambridge: Massachu 
                         setts where he was a resident of the Cambridge Zen Center: He  re                           turned  to San Francisco for two years to study 
                various bodywork therapies and Aikido: in 1977 Joel Weishaus                              W        moved to Taos: New Mexico for a writing residency 
             at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation: In Santa Fe he edited Thomas                                       Merton’s: Woods Shore Desert: And began a four year 
           period of sculpting: In 1982 Joel Weishaus lived in Albuquerque:                                         New Mexico: Joel Weishaus became an Adjunct Curator 
          of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:   B                              Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography   J 
                   for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
                    ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                               Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
      Û       is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                              of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku: 
         Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                    of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
         trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                   published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
         In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                   poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
         For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
         After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                         realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
                      this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                            biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
                   Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                             his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
                 recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                             Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
               Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                       the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
            Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                       are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
   sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into                 W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W          his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
    first Joel Weishaus planned to introduce smaller and                                                                      smaller fonts: Each within the other: Until they were 
     undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                                     monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
      chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                                        hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
              this strategy has established itself in digital writ         i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^                   ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
              for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                            animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
             Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                             than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
   ø             Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download aU     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë  viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
                ware  simple the work is more assured of being able                                                                to be accessed as technology changes: Joel              o 
              Weishaus’ TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES came                                                                           about as Joel Weishaus read Claude Gandelman's 
             essay: Torn Pages Of Deconstruction: The Palimp  A http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/weishaus/index.html Å   sests Of Mireille W: Descombes: Descombes' tech 
            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                  interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could  T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                        in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                      with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory                                  Q 

                                        gave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      ________ 
                b  In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between Dixie Walker and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer: 
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                                                                                                †                    
                                                                                                          Joel Weishaus w                                        as born July 11: 1939: At     5  
                                                                                                          Brooklyn Women’                                        s Hospital: Brooklyn: New York: USA: 
                                                                                             Joel Weishaus’ favorite a                                        ctivities as a child were sports and drawing: 
                                 5                                             Joel Weishaus’ mother was                                         born in Brooklyn: New York: Joel Weishaus’ father 
 
                                                             was born in New York: New York: As a                                   child Joel Weishaus lived in Brooklyn: New York: 
                                                         As a child Joel Weishaus loved girls with                                   blond hair: Joel Weishaus’ first job was selling hot 
                                                     dogs at Ebbets Field the legendery home of t                                   he Brooklyn Dodgers: At age 19: Joel Weishaus was an 
        Å                                 Executive for a New York advertising agency: A                                    position he left soon after his 21st birthday: In 1964: 
                       Joel Weishaus moved to the San Francisco Bay Area: where he enrolled in                                       the Department of Oriental Languages at The 
                     University of California: Berkeley: For two years he was the Literary                                      Editor of the student newspaper and also 
                  helped build an experimental theater in San Francisco’s Haight Ashbury                                      District: During the late 1960s and early               U 
                                1970s Joel Weishaus traveled to Japan to visit Zen Buddhist                                        monasteries: He edited: On the Mesa: An Anthology 
                               of Bolinas Writing: City Lights Books: 1971: And translated:                                    Oxherding: A Re working of the Zen Text: Cranium 
                            Press: 1971: In 1973: After a one year hermitage in a mountain                                        cabin: Joel Weishaus moved to Cambridge: Massachu 
                         setts where he was a resident of the Cambridge Zen Center: He  re                                      turned  to San Francisco for two years to study 
                various bodywork therapies and Aikido: in 1977 Joel Weishaus                           W                      moved to Taos: New Mexico for a writing residency 
             at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation: In Santa Fe he edited Thomas                                       Merton’s: Woods Shore Desert: And began a four year 
           period of sculpting: In 1982 Joel Weishaus lived in Albuquerque:                                         New Mexico: Joel Weishaus became an Adjunct Curator 
          of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:   B                              Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography   J 
              for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                        was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
               ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                                       Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
 Û       is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                                      of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku: 
         Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                       of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
         trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                       published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
         In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                        poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
         For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                      a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
         After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                         realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
           this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                                        biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
        Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                                         his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
      recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                                        Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
    Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                                      the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
 Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                                      are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
   sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into                 W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W              his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
    first Joel Weishaus planned to introduce smaller and                                                                          smaller fonts: Each within the other: Until they were 
     undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                                     monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
      chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                                        hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
              this strategy has established itself in digital writ         i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^                   ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
              for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                            animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
             Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                             than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
   ø             Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download aU     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë  viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
                ware  simple the work is more assured of being able                                                               to be accessed as technology changes: Joel              o 
              Weishaus’ TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES came                                                                           about as Joel Weishaus read Claude Gandelman's 
             essay: Torn Pages Of Deconstruction: The Palimp  A http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/weishaus/index.html Å   sests Of Mireille W: Descombes: Descombes' tech 
            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                  interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could  T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                        in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                      with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory                                    

    Q                                   gave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
 
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
 
 
 
 
 
      ________ 
           b  In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between Dixie Walker and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer: 
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                                                                                †                    
                                                                         Joel Weishaus w                                                                                       as born July 11: 1939: At   5  
                                                                      Brooklyn Women’                                                                                 s Hospital: Brooklyn: New York: USA: 
                                                       Joel Weishaus’ favorite a                                                                                  ctivities as a child were sports and drawing: 
                                 5     Joel Weishaus’ mother was                                                                                    born in Brooklyn: New York: Joel Weishaus’ father 
 
                                                    was born in New York: New York: As a                                                              child Joel Weishaus lived in Brooklyn: New York: 
                                                As a child Joel Weishaus loved girls with                                                        blond hair: Joel Weishaus’ first job was selling hot 
                                            dogs at Ebbets Field the legendery home of t                                                  he Brooklyn Dodgers: At age 19: Joel Weishaus was an 
        Å                        Executive for a New York advertising agency: A                                               position he left soon after his 21st birthday: In 1964: 
       Joel Weishaus moved to the San Francisco Bay Area: where he enrolled in                                                          the Department of Oriental Languages at The 
      University of California: Berkeley: For two years he was the Literary                                                        Editor of the student newspaper and also 
   helped build an experimental theater in San Francisco’s Haight Ashbury                                                       District: During the late 1960s and early             U 
        1970s Joel Weishaus traveled to Japan to visit Zen Buddhist                                                                 monasteries: He edited: On the Mesa: An Anthology 
       of Bolinas Writing: City Lights Books: 1971: And translated:                                                              Oxherding: A Re working of the Zen Text: Cranium 
     Press: 1971: In 1973: After a one year hermitage in a mountain                                                                 cabin: Joel Weishaus moved to Cambridge: Massachu 
  setts where he was a resident of the Cambridge Zen Center: He  re                                                                turned  to San Francisco for two years to study 
 various bodywork therapies and Aikido: in 1977 Joel Weishaus                                     W                             moved to Taos: New Mexico for a writing residency 
  at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation: In Santa Fe he edited Thomas                                                              Merton’s: Woods Shore Desert: And began a four year 
    period of sculpting: In 1982 Joel Weishaus lived in Albuquerque:                                                       New Mexico: Joel Weishaus became an Adjunct Curator 
     of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:        B                              Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography   J 
              for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                        was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
               ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                                       Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
 Û       is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                                      of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku:  
 Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                               of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
 trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                               published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
 In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                                poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
 For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                              a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
 After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                                   realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
           this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                                           biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
        Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                                              his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
      recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                                                Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
    Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                                      the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
 Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                                      are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
   sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into                 W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W              his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
    first Joel Weishaus planned to introduce smaller and                                                                          smaller fonts: Each within the other: Until they were 
     undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                                     monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
      chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                                        hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
              this strategy has established itself in digital writ         i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^                   ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
              for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                            animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
             Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                             than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
   ø             Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download aU     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë  viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
                ware  simple the work is more assured of being able                                                                to be accessed as technology changes: Joel              o 
              Weishaus’ TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES came                                                                           about as Joel Weishaus read Claude Gandelman's 
             essay: Torn Pages Of Deconstruction: The Palimp  A http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/weishaus/index.html Å   sests Of Mireille W: Descombes: Descombes' tech 
            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                  interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could  T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                        in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                         with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory                                    

               Q                          gave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
 
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
 
 
 
 
      ________ 
              b  In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between Dixie Walker and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer: 
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                                                                         Joel Weishaus w                                                                                       as born July 11: 1939: At   5  
                                                                      Brooklyn Women’                                                                                 s Hospital: Brooklyn: New York: USA: 
                                                       Joel Weishaus’ favorite a                                                                                  ctivities as a child were sports and drawing: 
                                 5     Joel Weishaus’ mother was                                                                                    born in Brooklyn: New York: Joel Weishaus’ father 
                                                    was born in New York: New York: As a                                                              child Joel Weishaus lived in Brooklyn: New York: 
                                                As a child Joel Weishaus loved girls with                                                        blond hair: Joel Weishaus’ first job was selling hot 
                                            dogs at Ebbets Field the legendery home of t                                                  he Brooklyn Dodgers: At age 19: Joel Weishaus was an 
        Å                        Executive for a New York advertising agency: A                                               position he left soon after his 21st birthday: In 1964: 
       Joel Weishaus moved to the San Francisco Bay Area: where he enrolled in                                                          the Department of Oriental Languages at The 
      University of California: Berkeley: For two years he was the Literary                                                        Editor of the student newspaper and also 
   helped build an experimental theater in San Francisco’s Haight Ashbury                                                       District: During the late 1960s and early             U 
        1970s Joel Weishaus traveled to Japan to visit Zen Buddhist                                                                 monasteries: He edited: On the Mesa: An Anthology 
       of Bolinas Writing: City Lights Books: 1971: And translated:                                                              Oxherding: A Re working of the Zen Text: Cranium 
     Press: 1971: In 1973: After a one year hermitage in a mountain                                                                 cabin: Joel Weishaus moved to Cambridge: Massachu 
  setts where he was a resident of the Cambridge Zen Center: He  re                                                                turned  to San Francisco for two years to study 
 various bodywork therapies and Aikido: in 1977 Joel Weishaus                                     

W                             moved to Taos: New Mexico for a writing residency 
  at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation: In Santa Fe he edited Thomas                                                              Merton’s: Woods Shore Desert: And began a four year 
    period of sculpting: In 1982 Joel Weishaus lived in Albuquerque:                                                       New Mexico: Joel Weishaus became an Adjunct Curator 
     of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:        B                              Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography   J 
              for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                         was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
               ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                                         Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
 Û       is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                                          of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku: 
 Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                                     of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
 trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                                      published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
 In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                                      poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
 For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                                      a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
 After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                                   realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
           this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                                           biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
        Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                                              his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
      recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                                                Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
    Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                                      the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
 Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                                      are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
   sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into                 W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W              his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
    first Joel Weishaus planned to introduce smaller and                                                                          smaller fonts: Each within the other: Until they were 
     undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                                     monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
      chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                                        hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
              this strategy has established itself in digital writ         i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^                   ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
              for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                            animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
             Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                             than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
   ø             Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download aU     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë  viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
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            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                  interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could  T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                        in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                         with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory                                        

                   Q                  gave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
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            b   In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between DixieWalker and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer: 
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                                                          † 
                                         Joel Weishaus was born                                                                                                                          J uly 11: 1939: At 5  
                                         Brooklyn Women’s Hosp                                                                                                               ital: Brooklyn: New York: USA: 
                                 Joel Weishaus’ favorite activitie                                                                                                       s as a child were sports and drawing: 
        5          Joel Weishaus’ mother was born in                                                                                                        Brooklyn: New York: Joel Weishaus’ father 
                                 was born in New York: New York: A                                                                                s a child Joel Weishaus lived in Brooklyn: New York: 
                            As a child Joel Weishaus loved girls wi                                                                            th blond hair: Joel Weishaus’ first job was selling hot 
                        dogs at Ebbets Field the legendery home of                                                                         the Brooklyn Dodgers: At age 19: Joel Weishaus was an 
         Å   Executive for a New York advertising agency:                                                                             A position he left soon after his 21st birthday: In 1964: 
Joel Weishaus moved to the San Francisco Bay Area: where                                                                                                 he enrolled in the Department of Oriental Languages at The 
University of California: Berkeley: For two years he was                                                                                             the Literary Editor of the student newspaper and also 
helped build an experimental theater in San Francisco’s H                                                                                                 aight Ashbury: During the late 1960s and early 
970s Joel Weishaus traveled to Japan to visit Zen Buddhist                                                                             monasteries: He edited: On the Mesa: An Anthology 
of Bolinas Writing: City Lights Books: 1971: And translated:                                                                         Oxherding: A Re working of the Zen Text: Craniu 
Press: 1971: In 1973: After a one year hermitage in a mountain                                                                        cabin: Joel Weishaus moved to Cambridge: Massachu 
setts where he was a resident of the Cambridge Zen Center: He re                                                                        turned  to San Francisco for two years to study 
various bodywork therapies and Aikido: in 1977 Joel Weishaus                                

W
                                        moved to Taos: New Mexico for a writing residency 

at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation: In Santa Fe he edited Thomas                                                               Merton’s: Woods Shore Desert: And began a four year 
period of sculpting: In 1982 Joel Weishaus lived in Albuquerque:                                                          New Mexico: Joel Weishaus became an Adjunct Curator 
of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:       B                                              Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography   
for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                                        was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                                                          Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                                                            of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku: 
Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                                      of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                                       published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                                     poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                                      a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                                   realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                                                     biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                                                     his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                                                      Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                                        the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                                are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into                     W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W         his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
first Joel Weishaus planned to introduce smaller and                                                                             smaller fonts: Each within the other: Until they were 
undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                                            monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                                                   hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
            this strategy has established itself in digital writ               i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^                    Ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
            for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                                     animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
            Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                                     than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
               ø Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download a    U     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë     viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
                ware  simple the work is more assured of being able                                                                         to be accessed as technology changes: Joel    o 
              Weishaus’ TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES came                                                                                  about as Joel Weishaus read Claude Gandelman's 
             essay: Torn Pages Of Deconstruction: The Palimp       A http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/weishaus/index.html Å   sests Of Mireille W: Descombes: Descombes' tech 
            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                     ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                          interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could      T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê   only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                            in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                         with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory                                                         

           Q         gave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
 
 
 
 
 
      ________ 
              b   In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between Dixie Walker and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer: 
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of Video Art at the University of New Mexico’s Fine Arts Museum:  B                                                   Joel Weishaus wrote feature articles on photography   
for Artspace: A Magazine of Contemporary Southwest Art and                                                                        was Writer In  Residence at the University Of New mex 
ico Center for Southwest Research: T Since May 2000 Joel                                                                          Weishaus has been living in Portland: Oregon: Where he 
is Visiting Faculty in Portland State University’s Department                                                                            of English: His latest book: The Healing Spirit Of Haiku: 
Co-authored with Texas A&M University’s McMillian Professor                                                                      of Analytical Psychology: David H: Rosen: And illus 
trated by Arthur Okamura: The Healing Spirit of Haiku will be                                                                       published by North Atlantic Books in October 2004: 
In the early 1990s: Joel Weishaus prepared a series of prose                                                                     poems: Now titled: The Deeds And Sufferings Of Light: 
For a show at the Albuquerque Museum: As the museum required                                                                      a diskette: Joel Weishaus purchased his first computer: 
After working with it over the weekend Joel Weishaus no mind                                                                   realized the future of his writing would be linked to 
this instrument. Next Joel Weishaus wrote a hyperlinked auto                                                                     biography: Reality Dreams: Then: As software developed: 
Joel Weishaus did a series of small digital works: Which led to                                                                     his five year project: Inside The Skull House: And his 
recently-completed: The Silence Of Sasquatch: A  Back when                                                                      Joel Weishaus began working on: Reality Dreams: Joel 
Weishus was reading theory that was being translated from                                                                        the French: Particularly from Barthes: Deleuze: Derrida: 
Joel Weishaus invoked what he called: Invaginations: Which h                                                                 are fragments of quotes that move in and out of a 
sentence: Suddenly imposing the thoughts of others into                     W  weishaus@pdx.edu  W         his: Creating an interruption and unstable logos: At 
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undecipherable: But: Given the resolution of present                                                                                            monitors this proved impracticable: Joel Weishaus 
chose to continue to use more or less traditional                                                                                                   hyperlinks as his main means of portage: Because 
            this strategy has established itself in digital writ               i  http://web.pdx.edu/~pdx00282 ^                    Ing as solidly as syntax has in the sentence: As 
            for images: Joel Weishaus decided to stay with .gif                                                                     animations: Rather than Flash: This he did because 
            Joel Weishaus likes the low tech feel of .gifs: Rather                                                                     than the smooth transitions of Flash: Nor does 
               ø Joel Weishaus want readers to have to download a    U     http://www.iis.com.br/~regvampi/ Ë     viewer to see his work: Also by keeping the soft  
                ware  simple the work is more assured of being able                                                                         to be accessed as technology changes: Joel    o 
              Weishaus’ TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES came                                                                                  about as Joel Weishaus read Claude Gandelman's 
             essay: Torn Pages Of Deconstruction: The Palimp       A http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/weishaus/index.html Å   sests Of Mireille W: Descombes: Descombes' tech 
            nique of tearing and shredding paper as a deconst                                                                                     ructive methodology: Their violence and destruct 
           ion: A deconstruction: Gandelamn says: Didn't                                                                                          interest Joel Weishaus: But death and decomposi 
          tion did: As a living artist: Joel Weishaus could      T  http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss456bc/ Ê   only see the consequences of death from outside: 
    And as there is no solution to our ephemer ality                                                                                            in sight Joel Weishaus crafted this project with a 
     sense of dry humor: Descombes' paliimpsest along                                                                                         with her thought of a frag mentary stream of quasi 
      words that collapse into a dense mass of memory                                                         

                    Qgave Joel Weishaus direction: And her name conjured 
         up the Roman catacombs: As well as the catacombs under Paris back to the Paleolithic caves in France and Spain: So this is where Joel Weishaus began: The  
       first link in TRACES OF THE CATACOMBES is in the Introduction: An image of a skeleton in a tunnel: As the beginning always incorporates its end: There is a  
    quote from Descombes: Invaginated with a fragment from Christopher Bache's extraordinary book: Dark Night: Early Dawn: Which is about the latest scientific 
   research on reincarnation: he designed a map that opens a labyrinth of vaults: Each with its own aesthetic: These are linked to each other: Including a Dead  
           End: There is no center: Much of this work is animated: Which works as a sort of pun:  U  Now:  Joel Weishaus lives in Portland: Oregon: As an adult Joel  
            Weishaus loves women with dark hair: Joel Weishaus’ favorite animal is Sasquatch: AKA: Bigfoot: The giant biped elusive swinging hairy arms who walks solemn  
             the Northwest woods: Joel Weishaus’ favorite idea is that consciousness is universal and eternal: Joel Weishaus’ favorite object is his computer: Joel Weishaus 
                            earns his living writing everywhere it is valued: The aim of the art of Joel Weishaus is for his art to be more than Joel Weishaus:  
                           The aim of the life of Joel Weishaus is for his life to flow ecstatically toward the death of Joel Weishaus: And now I will say fare 
                      well to you: And I will sing of another far ranging outfielder crasher into: pounder of the  GGG b sign of the inner out field who  
                  dares to live roam dream breathe float walk talk work scribble on trogon eggs: Heron eggs: Yellow parrot eggs: Scarlet macaw 
               eggs: White belly parrot egg tracings of ancient gods’ epigraphs scratched with hum fine invisible point of the bat of intuition 
           on the walls of basilicas: cubicula: caves: corridors of the catacombs of the hot hammering folding process heart of the mind quetzal 
       bird quivering jewel in the fabulous lights and tremendous darks from the dephs to the heights of the floating world as no thing too: 
 
 
 
 
 
      ________ 
          b In Ebbets Field in Brooklyn: In far left center field: Between Dixie Walker and Carl Furillo: Was a giant GGG sign that read: Hit this sign and win a free suit: During the course of a game many a crowd human could be heard screaming at another: Awe you couldn’t get a suit for nothing if you hit a lawyer:  
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